design source

Design excellence

Premium-quality, custom-made aluminium shutters and privacy screens

L

ooking for a stylish privacy solution for
an outdoor room or perhaps a way
to regulate the amount of sun that
streams through the doors and windows of
your home? if you are, look no further than
shutters & Louvres australia.
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Aluminium specialist more than 20 years,
shutters and Louvres australia is a market
leader, specialising in custom-made
aluminium shutters and screens. offering
superior design and using only the highestquality materials, shutters & Louvres aust

manufactures commercial-grade powdercoated aluminium extrusions and frames
that are assembled using stainless-steel
screws and rivets. hese premium-quality
components result in shutters and screens
that have a distinctly clean finish, remain new
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looking for many years and can withstand all
climatic conditions.
shutters & Louvres australia can design
and manufacture a screen or shutter to fit
any application — no job is too big or too
small. perhaps you need to make an
outdoor entertaining area more private or
you need to control natural light and
ventilation — whatever the application,
there’s a shutter or screen to suit.
he shutters and screens can be sliding,
hinged, fixed, bi-fold or stacking and the
louvre blades can be fixed or fully operable

for your convenience. heir stylish good
looks fit in beautifully with every architectural
style and they have the bonus of being low
maintenance. here’s also a wide range of
colours to suit every decorating scheme,
indoors or out. However, if you don’t find
a colour that suits, special shades can be
blended on request.
he adjustable blade louvre shutters come
in 48mm or 88mm aerofoil-style extruded
aluminium blades. he strength and design of
the blades allow shutters to be up to 1000mm
using the 48mm blades, and 1500mm wide
using 88mm blades. hese shutters can be

fixed into place, used on a variety of hinged
installations, used as sliding panels or put on
one of the company’s exclusive single-track
stacking systems that allow for the shutters to
be stacked away from the opening.
rivacy screens are manufactured in both
full-frame and end-frame styles. hese screens
can be fitted with hinges, fixed into place
within the frame or externally mounted. hade
screens are designed with lighter framing but
also blade spacing variations to allow 50 to
100 per cent cover.
all systems have two-year manufacturer’s
warranty on components and installation.
n

For more information
Shutters and Louvres Australia Pty Ltd Phone 1300 728 100
Email info@shuttersandlouvres.com.au Website www.shuttersandlouvres.com.au
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